
CONSISTENTLY ACCURATE PAY  
BUILDS TRUST AND INSTILLS 
CONFIDENCE BETWEEN EMPLOYEE 
AND EMPLOYER

Solutions taking flight

Smart Money Starts Here
Crew pay is complicated! Without smart automation, 
administrators are left to struggle with the burdensome, 
time-consuming, and error-prone manual calculations 
that sap profit and productivity. 

Enter SkedFlex’s Crew Pay module — the definitive tool 
for ensuring pay accuracy and accountability that can 
literally pay for itself in savings from overpayments 
alone!

Crew Pay’s flexible, defined procedures accommodate 
a virtually unlimited number of pay scenarios using 
features like pay-rate tables, pay triggers, and pay 
buckets. Rate tables based on position and longevity 
determine hourly pay, while pay triggers initiate 
payment when specific events take place and debit pay 
buckets as required. Exporting pay data is no problem 
either: virtually any payroll system is supported for 
processing. 

Crew Pay provides each crewmember a personal 
location for reviewing pay autonomously — a feature 
administrators will cherish. 

The net result? The pay process becomes fully 
transparent, permitting crew input and supervisor 
approval at every stage. 

 

 

Trigger Happy 
Six types of triggers encompass nearly every variable 
needed to determine crew pay. Each trigger is 
configured to dictate to which organization and 
position it applies, what circumstances activate it, and 
how pay will be awarded. Most criteria-based triggers 
automatically award pay; manual triggers are used in 
ad-hoc pay situations that cannot be known in advance.

Within an organization, trip/flight, shift, and schedule          
code triggers apply to specific segment types, shifts, and 
schedule codes. Shift and schedule code triggers are 
further designated by their interactions with other pay 
triggers. Minimum monthly guarantees and overtime are 
governed by month/day triggers, and per diem triggers 
— based on time away from base — can be configured 
differently for domestic and international operations.

Ultimately, the combination of all trigger configurations 
determines the behavior of each pay code.
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TURN EXASPERATING 
PROCESSES INTO 
ELEGANT SOLUTIONS 
IN NO TIME AT ALL

MAKE DISPUTES OVER 
PAY A THING OF THE 
PAST

Stop the Madness
In no time at all, administrators set up pay rates and triggers and bring sanity 
to the crew pay process. Automated functions take the pain out of manual 
pay calculations and provide everyone with newfound confidence in the pay 
process.  

For example, a drill down summary of total pay for the selected month 
is available to each crewmember on the “my schedule” page — providing 
dramatic improvement in situational awareness and transparency. And for 
clarity, the page lists all definitions and triggers determining when pay is 
awarded. 

For time-based calculations, pay is configurable to be based on the greater 
of scheduled vs. actual flight time; the percentage of actual time spent on a 
certain segment; a fixed payment with an exact cash value; or a specific task 
or assignment. And Crwe Pay will use that crewmember’s specific pay rate to 
calculate compensation.

Crew Pay is equally adept at task-based calculations, such as stipends for 
specific events and paid time-off banks. Crewmembers can even add pay codes 
themselves to submit for payment items not automatically calculated, like 
reimbursable expenses. And because of the way pay triggers are configured, 
new pay codes can be added any time — at no additional cost. 

The accuracy and accountability of SkedFlex’s Crew Pay brings order to 
the chaos of crew pay by wholly eliminating acrimonious pay disputes and 
disagreements between employee and employer. It’s the surefire way to build 
trust, instill confidence, and “stop the madness.” 

1 Pay triggered by greater of 
scheduled vs actual flight time

2 Pay triggered for flying on  
scheduled day off

3 Manual pay triggered by 
administrator

4 Pay triggered for certain pay  
codes by crewmember

5 Summary of all pay triggers  
for selected month
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